
EftposPlus™ extends your existing PC based 
POS application to deliver a fully integrated 
payment solution. Activated by your POS at 
tender time, EftposPlus manages the card 
tender process from start to finish. 

EftposPlus provides a range of additional 
features to provide superior administrative 
and control functions that cater for both the 
Windows and Linux operating systems.

EftposPlus provides a highly reliable 
payment solution that has been proven 
in one lane corner shops, to multinational 
retailers managing thousands of terminals.

Sophisticated & flexible...

Transaction Processing

Network Management

Reporting & Reconciliation

Terminal & Network Diagnostics

Remote Administration

fully integrated payment
 solution software.



MULTI ACQUIRER. 
Supports both single and multi acquirer payment terminals. 

SCALABLE.  
Handles one through to thousands of lanes with ease.

MULTI PLATFORM.  
A solution for both the Windows and Linux operating systems.

SOPHISTICATED DATABASE AND REPORTING TOOLS.  
A self-maintaining database provides store level storage of 
transaction and settlement records independent of the POS, 
with a suite of useful retail payment reports.

INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT.  
EftposPlus  is independent of financial institutions or switches, 
communications networks, POS systems and payment terminals 
making it a global solution.

PAYMENT TERMINAL SUPPORT. 
EftposPlus has been designed so that any terminal can be 
supported. Choose to use the Quest Swift PT or QT720 payment 
terminal, or any other alternative accredited device.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION.  
With a “Wizard” based setup with the ability to pre-configure 
stores for a staged rollout,  whole stores can be installed in 
minutes.

SOFTWARE DOWNLOAD.  
Download new versions of software for all or selected stores 
with a click of a mouse.

DESIGNED FOR WIDE AREA NETWORKS.
Can utilise an IP based WAN to centrally deliver transactions 
to financial institutions using high speed communications.

INBUILT ENCRYPTION AND COMPRESSION.  
Transaction security maintained even when using open public 
networks such as the Internet.

DATABASE REPLICATION.  
Store data can be replicated to a central database to provide 
real time group level visibility of card payments.

FULL COMMUNICATIONS REDUNDANCY.  
Highest degree of system uptime through automatic failover 
to multiple gateways or secondary communication channels 
such as dialup or GPRS.

FULL NETWORK MANAGEMENT.  
The EftposPlus Explorer provides a mechanism to remotely 
control all aspects of the payment network in real time, 
including terminal software download.
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Advanced Features!
Why choose                        ?

EftposPlus is a middleware 

solution which allows your 

POS application to accept card 

payments. Not only does it 

provide this core functionality, 

but also boasts a suite of tools 

which allow modern retail 

enterprises to manage, report and support all aspects of the 

solution.

Hosting a comprehensive suite of reports which are independent 

of the POS, EftposPlus ensures that your business gains the ability 

to view and print useful reconciliation and settlement records. 

Featuring intuitive tools such as  Receipt Browser, EftposPlus 

removes many of the reporting issues staff may have encountered 

using other systems. To ensure the highest level of reporting  

EftposPlus also enables a store’s data to be replicated to a central 

database to provide real time group level visibility of transactions.

EftposPlus has been developed with security as a focus. 

Understanding the need for customers to achieve security 

certification, implementation of EftposPlus helps businesses 

adhere to PCI DSS requirements by protecting cardholder and 

transaction information.

EftposPlus maintains the highest degree of system uptime by 

providing automatic failover to multiple gateways, or even 

secondary communication channels such as dialup or GPRS. 

Combined with the real time network management functionality 

of EftposPlus Explorer™, EftposPlus can control all aspects of 

your payment terminal estate. With over 80,000 lanes installed 

in conjunction with either Quest or other vendor payment 

terminals, EftposPlus is a proven solution that will meet all your 

payment needs.
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